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FLOOD-STRICKEN FARMERS 
Motion 

DR G.G. JACOBS (Roe) [6.45 pm]:  I move - 

That the government plans to make real contributions to flood-stricken farmers in any Western 
Australian natural disaster assistance program. 

Mr Acting Speaker (Mr P.B. Watson), I thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak on this motion.  I have 
not been left with much time, but I will try to address the problem.  Earlier this year parts of Western Australia 
were declared natural disaster zones, following the severe flooding caused by tropical cyclone Clare.  On 17 
January this year the Acting Premier, Hon Eric Ripper, and the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, Hon 
Michelle Roberts, inspected the flood-damaged areas surrounding Lake Grace, Greenough and Walkaway, and 
flooding that had occurred across the Kimberley, Pilbara and the Gascoyne regions.  The Acting Premier 
declared the WA natural disaster relief arrangements, known as WANDRA, and wanted to ensure that every 
possible assistance was provided to those in need.  In a press release of 17 January he stated that the government 
was moving quickly to provide assistance to many regional Western Australians affected by the recent cyclone 
and associated flooding.  In late January, together with the members for Warren-Blackwood and Capel and Hon 
Anthony Fels, an upper house member for the Agricultural Region, I flew into the area of concern in that region, 
including Kulin and Lake Grace.  I went to an area east of Pingrup known as “Hollands Rock”, and visited the 
property of Mr and Mrs Grant Williams.  The regions of Kulin and “Hollands Rock” near Lake Grace were 
decimated by the flooding that was brought about by the cyclones in the north, which resulted in 300 millimetres 
of rain falling in those areas in just over 24 hours.  At Mr and Mrs Grant Williams’ place, 20 kilometres of 
fencing was lost, as well as 400 head of sheep, and today they are still picking up sheep that strayed onto 
neighbouring properties because of the problems with the fences.  Because of the flood-damaged roads to Neil 
and Leanne’s property, they have to travel 160 kilometres each day to get their children to school.  The school 
bus cannot travel down the road.  The normal trip to school is 80 kilometres a day.  However, they receive a 
government subsidy of 17c a kilometre for the distance they travel. 

It is a pity that the Treasurer is not in the house.  As a point of interest, he comes from Nyabing which is very 
close to Pingrup and is the Shire of Kent.  Eric Ripper was originally from the Nyabing area.  Apparently, there 
was a Ripper Road.  Unfortunately, the road has been closed and the nameplate removed.  That should bring the 
issue home to the Treasurer. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Was the closure of the road due to the floods? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  From the document I have from Grant Williams, it appears that the closure is a result of the 
flooding that occurred on 13 January this year. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan:  The name was removed? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  Yes, minister. 

I refer to a survey of farms in the Lake Grace region.  Of the 33 farms surveyed, 27 farms reported a total loss of 
114.7 kilometres of fencing.  Some farmers lost one kilometre, while another lost 30 kilometres.  Eleven farmers 
reported total losses of 1 609 sheep, mostly ewes.  On one property only one sheep was lost, but on another 450 
were lost.  Nineteen farmers reported a total of 58 dams lost.  For the uninitiated, the hole in the ground is there 
but the banks have been washed away.  One farmer lost 10 dams across two properties.  Twenty-four farmers 
reported instances of erosion: paddocks, roads, tracks, fences, creek lines, contour banks, significant land 
scouring, sheet erosion, gullies through paddocks and washouts.  The damage was extensive on numerous farms, 
with several paddocks, roads and all creeks being washed out.  There were significant washouts of the roads 
leading to the homesteads.  Other than for the physical damage, extra expenses were incurred by farmers for fuel 
and time taken for detours, including taking children to school.  There has been heavy weed infestation following 
the rains.  There have been earthworks and repairs to roads, dams and fences.  The damage has created a lack of 
summer stock feed, which is significant.  For example, almost 160 round hay rolls were destroyed.  On a positive 
note, some farmers reported increased greenfeed, which compensated for the loss of some of the fodder.  A total 
of 14 farms estimated a loss up to $10 000; five estimated losses between $10 000 and $20 000; two estimated 
losses between $20 000 and $30 000; and two estimated losses between $30 000 and $40 000.  Some farmers 
estimated losses in excess of $100 000.  In some cases, it is too early to tell. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Did farmers report a massive loss of topsoil or gully erosion so deep that it would subdivide 
paddocks or stop the use of some parts of paddocks? 
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Dr G.G. JACOBS:  Grant Williams’ property was decimated with significant wash off from the national park.  
Major sheets of water to a depth of a metre to a metre and a half crossed the property.  That took away 
significant amounts of topsoil.  There was major soil erosion.  I have a number of photographs showing the 
damage. 

I have established that there was significant damage to the infrastructure and soil of farms, as well as the 
surrounding roads.  The disaster was managed by the Fire and Emergency Services Authority, and administered 
by the Department of Agriculture.  The press release from the Acting Premier on 17 January referred to the 
support that could be provided by government to farms ravaged by the floods.  A natural disaster was declared 
by the Minister for Police and Emergency Services.  The Department of Agriculture experts assisted farmers 
who were seeking support to deal with the damage.  The support covered two components.  One was a 
professional advice grant of up to $1 500 to obtain advice specifically related to recovering from the effects of 
the declared natural disaster.  The second component was an interest subsidy of four per cent on an amount up to 
$150 000, to assist with the repair of infrastructure and to provide some continuing finance if finance was not 
available from existing business resources.  It is now four months since the incident.  It was interesting to 
quantify how many people accessed the measures.   

The Liberal team that visited Lake Grace and Kulin consulted with farmers and the chief executive officer of the 
local shire, Greg Hadlow, about what they thought would best help them in this situation.  They had some 
significant misgivings about the grants to obtain professional advice.  The money could have been spent in better 
ways.  Twenty farmers availed themselves of the consultancy grant for professional advice.  They have accessed 
the $1 500 grant to help them deal with the effects of the flood.  From a state perspective, that is not a lot of 
money.  The $1 500 could have been better directed.  One of the major issues in the acute phase after the flood 
was the loss of the perimeter fences of the farmers at Kulin.   

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders.   

House adjourned at 7.00 pm 
__________ 

 


